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Introduction
This project seeks to integrate the key features of landing and littoral/riverine patrol craft into a single multi-mission capable design concept. These craft have fundamentally different and often conflicting characteristics: patrol vessels display speed, range, and stealth while shallow draft and large payload capabilities are necessary for effective landing craft. Davit restrictions on size and weight further complicate the tradeoffs between these conflicting vessel types. Rigid-hull inflatable boats (RHIB) are the United States Navy's closest approximation to these design requirements, but they have limited personnel/cargo lift capabilities and generally lack ballistic protection.
The US Navy's littoral warfare capabilities would benefit immensely from a vessel capable of inserting a full USMC rifle platoon of 43 soldiers or equivalent weight in cargo. Design requirements for such a vessel would require displacement less than 26 metric tons and overall footprint less than 4.5m by 16m to meet davit restrictions. The vessel should sprint at a speed of 35 knots and cruise at 18 knots, be fully operable in Sea State 4, and insert cargo or personnel through the surf to a variety of beach conditions. A vessel satisfying these requirements would need to be very versatile; hence the "Very Versatile Vessel" (VVV).
Mission
The Very Versatile Vessel (VVV) is a multi-mission craft capable of the following roles:
 Riverine and littoral patrol operations  Littoral interception of hostile targets  Personnel and cargo delivery from LPD 17 class ship to shore through the surf zone  Insertion of light infantry forces
Requirements and Restrictions
The wide, diverse set of requirements placed significant restrictions on the craft design. A comprehensive listing can be found in Appendix A, but a summary of the driving design factors is provided in Table 1 . 
Analysis of Requirements
Upon review of the requirements, operability from the davits was deemed to be most restrictive since it dictated maximum vessel dimensions and displacement. The weight limit of 26 metric tons was interpreted as a fully loaded weight to ensure speed and simplicity of vessel loading from the ship.
The USMC "light platoon" was assumed to be a standard Marine rifle platoon of 43 soldiers in order to optimize force projection and avoid interference with missions of existing craft 1 . The amphibious assault force was judged to benefit most if the VVV were designed to maximize personnel lift capability. This requirement drove the primary vessel space requirement and therefore the eventual hull form selection.
The 1:120 gradient beaching requirement provided a worst-case scenario for operating environments. This gradient was assumed to be a constant upward slope to the shore without obstacles. Research uncovered a considerably steeper average beach slope 2 ;
careful mission planning would likely enable selection of more optimal beaches. The design beach gradient influenced propulsor choice, hull shape, and the design draft. A maximum draft limit of 1m was imposed on the design to ensure the platoon would not unload into deeper than waist-high water. A draft of 0.60m would place water at knee height, while a draft of about 0.75m would place water at mid-thigh 3 .
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The requirement for 300 nm range at cruise speed of 18 knots was taken to be a distance requirement rather than an operation time requirement when eventual design factors drove the cruise speed upward.
Minimization of aural signature was an objective, as vessel-produced sound was decided to be a significant inhibitor to stealth in riverine environments.
Weight and size limitations provided motivation to utilize space as efficiently as possible. This required innovative design and research in different areas including lightweight materials, space arrangement, shipboard systems and integration of calculated data.
Additional Mission Profiles
A number of riverine mission profiles were identified 4 . The VVV is primarily designed for troop transport/insertion/extraction, cargo and logistics support, security patrol/convoy escort/fire support, and visit/board/search/seizure missions.
The VVV would be capable of undertaking several additional riverine missions with slight modification. Implementation of a modular cargo area and some added equipment would enable variants of the VVV to conduct the further mission profiles.
Range, FLIR cameras, and integrated communications capabilities dispose the vessel toward intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance missions. Full mission requirements might also demand interoperability with unmanned vehicles (UAV, UUV, and USV) or mission-specific modules.
The craft's small draft and design for a wide range of operating environments lend the VVV to hydrographic survey support missions also. Mission-specific equipment would provide the necessary technology.
Joint command and control missions would require a workspace for intelligence processing, outfitted in place of the current cargo and personnel transport section. This additional hardware would demand a more robust electrical power and cooling system. Engagement in search and rescue or humanitarian support/disaster relief missions would require an emergency medical module to be fully capable. Such a module would certainly fit in the VVV's current cargo compartment. 
3.
Concept of Operations (CONOPS)
The VVV is designed for an endurance of three days and a range of 300 nm, forcing dependence upon another ship or home port for continued operation. In a Sea Base, the missions of the VVV could initially be conducted from an LPD or other amphibious platform and, as such, the vessel has multiple options for launch and recovery (L/R).
Vessel size and weight were limited with consideration for reasonable davit capacities, though strengthening or modification of current LPD Davits may be necessary to support VVV operations. These davit restrictions ensured that multiple craft could be stowed in an amphibious well deck. Deployment from davits would be preferred for launch and recovery of a single VVV.
Hoisting slings located near the stern and just forward of midships provide stability during launch or recovery from davit. Following successful deployment into the seaway, operations could be conducted through Sea State 4. Configuration and deployment of the VVV will vary depending on the mission being conducted and the host ship.
Troop Transport/Insertion/Extraction
Research on the seating layout of the Chinook CH-47 helicopter and Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAV) provided a benchmark for the necessary size of the cargo compartment. A small margin was added to increase troop comfort in a seaway. Efficient organization of cargo space verified that the VVV could accommodate a 43 man USMC Rifle Platoon.
During troop transport/insertion/extraction missions, the cargo area of the VVV would be configured to hold a maximum of 42 seats. As pictured in Figure 1 , the troop transport would be arranged with 22 seats attached to the hull, facing inward and 20 seats mounted in the center of the cargo area, back-to-back. A 43 rd seat for the platoon commander would be installed in the pilothouse for mission logistics and awareness Troops would load onto the VVV onboard the amphibious platform and the vessel would be launched from the well deck or davit. The vessel would then transit to the area of operations and approach the beach. As the vessel approaches the landing zone, troops and operators would ready the bow gate. After the bow opens, hydraulics would extend a ramp from under the cargo deck and lower the forward end to allow rapid ingress/egress for the troops. A hatch in the top deck is included in the event of bow system failure. When personnel insertion is complete, the VVV would self-extract with its waterjets and return to the home platform or conduct the remainder of its mission.
Cargo Systems and Logistics Support
The cargo hold configuration for cargo and logistics support missions would be slightly different. The 22 side seats would still be present, though folded flush against the inner hull when not in use. The center seats, however, would be detached from the cargo deck and left aboard the host platform or possibly placed in the aft storage area.
The VVV could carry a variety of cargo loads, assuming that it fits within the dimensions of the hold and does not affect integrity or stability of the vessel. The team assumed most cargo would be loaded in pallet form. The hold can carry three to four pallets. The design team considered the transport of MREs, the projected least dense cargo, to regulate the size of the cargo systems. Pallets of water and ammo, the densest cargo, provided a reasonable weight limit for the cargo systems. Machinery and electronics were considered as a final possibility. A cargo support system that acts quickly and dependably in a variety of environments and weather conditions is essential to the VVV.
The transport payload could be loaded in different configurations depending on the type of cargo. Cargo in pallet form would be loaded onto a "hover pallet" while other types of cargo could be secured directly to the deck floor. A sample configuration with a hover pallet is pictured in Figure 2 . 
Hover Pallet
The hover pallet is a self-driven air cushion platform with blowers to provide lift. It is designed so that a small crew complement can rapidly transport large quantities of cargo over varied surfaces. Examples of this technology currently exist in large scale hover barges used in various applications around the globe. An example of a more relevant application is shown in Figure 3 : the SkimaBarrow formerly produced by Skima Hovercraft Limited 5 .
Figure 3: Skima Hovercraft Ltd's "SkimaBarrow 250"
In use, the loaded hover pallet would be inflated onboard the VVV and moved out the bow and down the bow ramp. The hover pallet would be attached to the VVV Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division Naval Research Enterprise Intern Program Very Versatile Vessel via two ropes or cables which could be used to control descent over the ramp and provide a means of recovery. Two crew could push or pull the platform to shore and then either break the cargo into man-sized loads or detach the hover pallet from the vessel and leave it behind. The VVV would not require any reconfiguration in order to conduct basic patrol, escort, and fire support operations. However, the cargo area could be outfitted with equipment for long-term missions such as additional fuel tanks or extra ammunition and food stores. The option to be deployed from amphibious ships like the LPD or to operate from friendly ports would allow for mission flexibility where the VVV could be launched shipside and resupplied portside.
Armament
In accordance with the given requirements, two M134 Miniguns provide the VVV's fire support. Remote operation of the miniguns would be possible with BAE systems Remote Guardian System (RGS), pictured in Figure 5 . The RGS uses a continuously computed impact point allowing for point and shoot operation as the system constantly compensates for wind and vessel motion 6 . The system has infrared imaging through FLIR cameras, allowing for low visibility operation and improving night navigation capabilities. Placement of turrets near the bow and the stern would ensure 360 degree coverage at a 
Hull Form
Selection Process
Multiple hull forms were considered for the VVV. The benefits and drawbacks of each choice were evaluated. The hull forms considered were:
These hull forms were placed into a concept screening matrix and qualitatively evaluated against 11 criteria to reduce the number of valid concepts. Crosswise pairing of criteria in an analytical hierarchy process produced weights for these factors. Finally, the hull forms were quantitatively evaluated in a concept scoring matrix. Appendix B thoroughly details the process arriving at the final design.
Careful consideration of the designs determined a planing monohull would be the most effective form for the VVV. Due to size restrictions, dynamic lift or resistance reduction was necessary to increase speed beyond the displacement range. A planing hull achieves Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division Naval Research Enterprise Intern Program Very Versatile Vessel its increased speed by skimming across the surface of the water rather than plowing through the water, resulting in a reduction of wetted surface area and a corresponding decrease in resistance. Experience has also shown that planing hulls are highly maneuverable, ideal for patrol/interdiction vessels.
A monohull also provided the large, centralized interior volume needed for cargo and seating. The design afforded a reasonably sized space that was low enough in the vessel to preserve stability. Its high freeboard allowed the outfitting of armor to cover the personnel transport compartment.
Planing monohulls are a proven concept and would ease design, construction, and maintenance and thus reduce cost. The hull could be reinforced and made appropriately rugged for repeated beaching operations.
Hull Design
Due to difficulties obtaining an appropriate parent hull, the VVV hull was developed using Maxsurf, an integrated naval architecture & ship construction program. This tool enabled the design to be exported into other Maxsurf suite programs for hydrostatic, stability, and seakeeping analyses. The parameters for planing calculations were taken from this hull (see the Resistance, Powering, and Propulsion section).
Figure 6: Hull Section View
The chosen hull maximized the vessel footprint within the davit restrictions. The difficulty of seating a standard Marine rifle platoon was a driving design factor. Midship beam was set at 4.5m and length overall was confined to 15m to allow aft-transom space for waterjets (see Resistance, Powering & Propulsion section). One benefit of this relatively wide beam was the maximized planing potential.
A traditional, chined planing hull was pursued from the outset. The double chine chosen was selected to reduce resistance over a single chine design. It should also reduce slamming loads and accelerations by offering a narrower waterplane area following flow separation. Strakes would have to be carefully designed to prevent ventilation by reducing air intake into waterjets.
After research into deadrise angle theory and precedents, a 15 degree deadrise angle was selected. Constant deadrise aft would provide a large, flat planing pad with a steeper VNaval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division Naval Research Enterprise Intern Program Very Versatile Vessel bow forward for finer wave entry. The chosen deadrise angle also provided a reasonable compromise between the seakeeping characteristics of a deep V and planing performance of a flat bottom boat. This was later found to be the lower limit of deadrise angles necessary to ensure tracking with waterjets 7 .
The wall-sided hull design utilizes space efficiently while staying within davit restrictions. The vessel's high freeboard was designed for head-to-toe outfit of composite armor for the seating compartment. The sides should also limit wave splash on the deck. The freeboard should contribute reserve buoyancy, increasing large-angle and loaded stability. The reduced freeboard aft was designed to eliminate structure and weight aft to aid even-keeled trim in the unloaded condition.
Weights
Weights were estimated using data gathered from similar craft, scholarly projects, and manufacturers and summarized in the Ships Work Breakdown Structure (SWBS). The SWBS 100 group for hull structure weight was estimated from ASSET/Hydrofoil 8 data. This source provides information on aluminum hydrofoil vessels without the added weight of foil structures. The composite armor around the pilothouse and platoon transport section was then added to the predicted weight. The hull structure weight scaled from the Combatant Craft-Riverine 4 (CCR) project confirmed this estimate, providing nearly the same weight.
Propulsion weight (SWBS 200) was estimated by scaling from the CCR project with respect to BHP and confirmed with vendor weight data. Propulsion data was continuously refined throughout the design process; final values for SWBS 200 were the result of multiple iterations. More information on propulsion calculations can be found in the Resistance, Powering and Propulsion section.
While the SWBS 500 weight estimate for Auxiliary Systems was also scaled, SWBS 300 (Electrical Plant), 400 (Command and Control), and 600 (Outfit and Furnishings) group weights were taken directly from CCR project data; these groups were considered to be very comparable. SWBS 700 (Armament) weights was calculated from contractor data for the BAE Remote Guardian System 6 .
To account for uncertainty in the design estimate, a 5.9% design weight margin was added to the total lightship weight calculation according as recommended by the NAVSEA 9 . These weight estimates provided the lightship weight of the vessel.
Deadweight load calculations included all transient loads such as the USMC light infantry platoon of 43 Marines with gear. The 95 th percentile height was assumed for the average height of ground troops. The average weight for that height was derived from MIL-STD-1472D 3 and used for the weight of each Marine. The term "Marine with gear" in this report refers to a light infantry Marine carrying a typical fighting and existence load for temperate zones. The total weight of a Marine with gear was taken as 265lbs, with a 175lb soldier carrying a 90lb pack.
Fuel for the high speed diesels was assumed to be Marine Gas Oil with a density of 7.5lbs per gallon. Fuel consumption data from the CAT 12 high speed diesel engine 10 was used to determine the required amount of fuel for the 300nm range. A 10% margin was used as well. The final amount of Marine Gas Oil was determined to be 695 gallons or 2.36 tonnes.
The relative size of the weight groups is shown in Figure 7 . 
6.
Resistance, Powering, and Propulsion
Savitsky's Method
Since model testing data or other reliable performance data was unavailable for the proposed design, estimates were produced using a planing boat performance prediction program provided by Professor Raju Datla of Stevens Institute of Technology
11
. A visual example of the software interface can be found in Appendix C. This program uses a method developed by Professor Daniel Savitsky, one of the foremost experts on planing craft, to predict resistance of small planing vessels with characteristics similar to the VVV. His method depends on several fundamental metrics used to describe the hull geometry and loading of planing monohulls The Savitsky method uses an iterative technique to satisfy the equilibrium of moments about the CG shown in Figure 8 . The thrust line from the propulsor was assumed to act through the CG for the preliminary calculation. The results of these calculations are summarized in the graphs in Appendix C. Figure 10 shows effective power (EHP) versus vessel speed for a variety of LCG locations. Appendix C contains graphs showing running trim versus vessel speed. The VVV's cruise speeds fall in the post "hump" region of resistance data. This range of vessel speeds is often associated with a craft in the planing regime. The results provided by this information were assessed to make preliminary decisions on target LCG locations under loaded and unloaded conditions. A loaded LCG of 21 ft (forward of transom) gave least resistance at cruise speed. An LCG of 17.8 ft gave least resistance at cruise speed during the unloaded condition. General arrangements of the VVV were made to accommodate these results.
Resistance
Figure 10: EHP vs. Speed, Loaded Condition
The program estimated an effective horsepower (EHP) of 669 hp based on the power needed to propel the VVV at 35 knots unloaded in calm water. The powering and propulsion analysis continued with the selection of a propulsor type to determine the installed horsepower after applying appropriate margins.
Powering
Waterjets, as well as conventional, surface-piercing, and ducted propellers were considered. Propellers were found to be more efficient in the vessel's cruise range, though upsizing the waterjet impeller and housing diameters would improve both thrust
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and propulsive coefficient (PC) particularly at lower speeds 14 . Ultimately, there were functional issues that led to selection of waterjet propulsion.
Waterjet propulsion nearly eliminates appendage drag, maintaining the shallow draft necessary for operation in riverine and beach environments. Waterjets, unlike propellers, operate efficiently independent of boat speed 14 . This means full power can be applied when the vessel is at rest. This feature is important for self-extraction from a beached condition. Additionally, this propulsion system can be soft-mounted to the hull, resulting in a quieter drive that doesn't propagate structure-borne noise 15 . Waterjets typically fare better when the vessel is overloaded or running light, a serious concern in a vessel where deadweight loads account for 32% of all-up weight.
Waterjet Propulsive Coefficient (PC) data indicated PCs of 0.46 -0.63 in the VVV's speed range, with the higher values corresponding to increasing speed 14 . This PC data was applied to the estimated effective power to obtain ideal brake horsepower (BHP) vs. speed curves for both the loaded and unloaded conditions.
ITTC recommended values for powering margins were used to allow for the operation of the VVV in realistic conditions. Where the proceedings recommended a range, the middle of the range 16 was selected. The resulting margins are tabulated in Table 3 . Sea margin allots a power reserve to compensate for increased resistance due to weather and sea forces, hull fouling and roughening, and wear on impeller blades. The engine operation margin allows for economical operation at design speeds to minimize fuel consumption and maintenance intervals. The light running margin accounts for "the margin in impeller speed considered necessary for a ship to continue to absorb 100% engine power."
% MCR
Margin
16
The resulting BHP vs. speed graph shown in Figure 12 considers the engine operation and light running margins for each case. The sea margin was independently applied to
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generate a rough water curve corresponding to each calm water curve. The area between the calm water and sea margin curves reflects the range of possible speeds in changing sea conditions for either the loaded or unloaded case.
Figure 11: Power vs. Speed Curves
The 35 knot unloaded target speed was the more stringent requirement. The ITTC light running and engine operation margins were applied to ensure the boat could meet this maximum design speed in trials and continue to achieve a calm water speed of 35 knots across the life of the boat. The sea margin was not included in determination of necessary maximum BHP because the 18.5% engine operation plus light running margin was judged to be sufficient to ensure dictated performance. Given optimal mechanical and thermodynamic efficiency, the vessel is estimated to reach 38 knots unloaded in builders' trials (see the "unloaded, optimal" curve in Figure 11 ). The unloaded, calm water curve (solid blue) dictates a total power of 1,320 BHP for the design sprint speed. This rating ensures that the vessel will also surpass required sprint speed for the loaded case in a variety of sea conditions.
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High-speed diesels were selected as the prime movers. Twin diesels reduce the length of the engine/machinery room, allotting much-needed space to accommodate the sizeable crew transport compartment. They would also provide a measure of redundancy, allowing continued vessel operation in the event of a single engine or propulsor failure.
Powering calculations indicated the need for a marginal continuous rating (MCR) of 660 hp for each engine. Notable manufacturers with models in the 660 to 675 BHP range include Caterpillar, Volvo, MTU Detroit, Scania, and Cummins. Caterpillar CAT C12 660 hp engines were selected for preliminary calculations due to their relatively compact size and high power-to-weight ratio 10 .
An examination of the BHP vs. speed curves showed that the power required to achieve the 18 knot cruise speed was less than 62% of MCR. To avoid engine underloading and associated problems such as overcooling, the vessel's cruise speed was increased since this would also increase the efficiency of the waterjets. Given that the CAT C12 had a nearly flat specific fuel consumption (SFC) curve 10 , the 75% MCR rule was selected as the lowest point for continuous safe operation 17 . The resulting sprint and cruise speeds are summarized below and expressed as a range to reflect the change in speed from calm to rough water equivalent to the sea margin. 
Speed (knots)
Condition
General Arrangements
Locations of equipment and spaces in the vessel were selected to optimize centers of gravity, ergonomics, and space efficiency. The vessel was divided into six sections that included space for the engine room, accommodations, pilothouse, transport area, outfitting/tankage, and bow/ramp systems.
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The location of the cargo area was a primary concern since troops and cargo comprise 21% of the VVV's total displacement in the loaded condition. Optimal LCG was achieved for both conditions by offsetting the large aft loading of the machinery spaces with the placement of the cargo area.
After completing powering calculations, preliminary selections were made for engine and propulsor models: dual Caterpillar CAT C12 diesels 10 and HamiltonJet HJ403 waterjets 18 . These dimensions provided an estimate for required sizing of the aft machinery spaces.
The hull inner bottom beneath the cargo deck was assigned to support systems including operation of the cargo loading and offloading systems in the bow, storage, ballast tanks, electrical, HVAC, and plumbing.
An open bow door concept was designed to reduce collection of water wash into the transport seating deck. This deck was raised six inches above the loaded waterline for this reason. The weather deck included a slight camber and the deck was sloped toward the bow to promote drainage.
A traditional drop-down bow ramp design was not used to reduce resistance and minimize slamming loads in higher sea states. The bow and ramp system selected was arranged for safety, simplicity and dependability. The entire bow section swings to starboard to reduce the number of moving parts and eliminate possible leakage through a centerline seal. The hinged, one-piece gate included the collision bulkhead to maintain the structural integrity of the bow. The cargo ramp was designed to accommodate typical structures present in the inner hull bottom, including transverse and longitudinal elements. It also supports operation of the hover pallet by providing an appropriate surface for aircushion systems.
The pilothouse was placed to afford the crew acceptable visibility. Interior space was allocated with consideration to navigation and communication equipment and remote operation of defensive systems. The bridge provides suspension seating for three crew members and the platoon commander.
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The VVV incorporates two exit routes from each inboard space. A ladder gives access to the pilothouse from the accommodations space. A 5 x 5 ft hatch located on the ceiling of the cargo area can be opened from the inside and used as a second exit path or for loading of cargo pallets. The accommodation space is designed for three days of operation and includes a head, two bunks, seven cubic meters of storage area, and an access point to the cargo area.
Figure 13: Inboard View
Bulkheads were located to meet American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) rules for High Speed Naval Craft (HSNC) of at least 15m. A collision bulkhead was added 5% of the total length aft of the stem and a watertight bulkhead encloses the engine room. An additional bulkhead separates the cargo and accommodation spaces. 
Principal Characteristics
Stability and Seakeeping
Stability
A stability analysis of the VVV was performed with the aid of the ship design tool Hydromax. The righting arm curve in Figure 13 provides information about large-angle roll stability. The maximum righting arm occurred at approximately 40 degrees, with an angle of vanishing stability of 82 degrees.
Additional information about stability can be gleaned from the hydrostatic characteristics in Appendix E. The transverse metacentric height (GM t ) of the VVV was obtained from this table and determined to be 2.1m loaded and 2.4m unloaded. This GM t value was equal to between 47% and 53% of the beam and deemed reasonable for a planing boat of the VVV's geometry. This result is typically associated with excellent stability and was expected due to the large beam and shallow draft of the VVV. 
Seakeeping
Seakeeper, another Maxsurf suite program, was used for a seakeeping analysis of the craft. Since the software analysis is only valid for displacement hulls, VVV seakeeping could not be evaluated in the planning mode. However, VVV's motions were evaluated in displacement mode at a speed of 10 knots. The vessel was subjected to ITTC wave spectra for Sea States 4 and 5 to determine operational and survivable limits. Headings from 0 degrees (following seas) through 180 degrees (head seas) at 45 degree intervals were evaluated to generate radar plots for key parameters. Graphs of Motion Induced Interruptions and Motion Sickness Index versus heading are shown in Figures 15 and 16 , respectively. These polar plots illustrate the effects of sea state and heading on the troops and crew. Further polar plots of boat motions (heave, pitch, and roll) by sea state and vessel heading are included in Appendix G. 
Habitability
Of the many factors that contribute to performance, one of the most important in the minds of the crew is ride quality. Crews and troops aboard high-speed military craft incur increased physical stress and injuries as a result of various motions. One of the most significant of these motions is vertical impact accelerations. These accelerations are incurred when the planing hull plunges into waves. The jarring impact caused by these accelerations results in various injuries and severely impacts the ability of the crew or troops to conduct their assigned missions. Accordingly, it is important to understand how the VVV handles various sea states and what impact accelerations would result.
The methods used to predict these impact accelerations are detailed in Appendix G. The techniques yielded a maximum vertical acceleration of 8.7g at the bow when traveling at sprint speed in Sea State 4. It should be noted that this figure assumes traveling at sprint speed in maximum sea state and is calculated at the bow (farther forward than any of the seats). A more relevant figure would be the 4.6g force at the bow when fully loaded at cruise speed in Sea State 3 where most littoral operations would be conducted. When conducting riverine operations, wave height and therefore impact accelerations should be significantly less 
Conclusions
The preliminary design of the Very Versatile Vessel presents an innovative solution for expanding amphibious capabilities of the current United States Navy. Amphibious forces presently lack a vessel that can provide the ability for quick launch and recovery along with a significant personnel and cargo lift capability. Research was compiled in different areas including lightweight materials, arrangement of spaces, shipboard systems and application of calculated data. The design presented in this report integrates elements of both patrol and landing craft into a versatile, mult-imission vessel. Suggestions that may aid further research on a vessel of this nature are provided.
Further research on the following topics for the Very Versatile Vessel is recommended: D. The resulting ship design shall be detailed including a single sheet summary of characteristics including estimated performance, a comprehensive SWBS breakdown, a hullform body plan and a full general arrangement drawing. E. The team will be encouraged to produce a technical paper from the final report that would be published at a professional society conference in the future.
Functional Area Requirement Target INTEROPERABILITY
Davits
The User shall be able to operate VVV from current davits. Dimensions within 16 m x 4.5 m. Overall weight limit of 26 te.
Dock
The User shall be able to embark payloads from the dock of an LPD 17 with the well deck flooded.
Operate from LPD-17 dock.
PERFORMANCE Speed
The User must be able to operate VVV at specified speeds. 35 kts Unladen, 25 kts laden
Force Projection
The User must be able to employ VVV to deliver 1 USMC light platoon with full combat equipment. The User shall be able to reach safe haven. SS5 Range
The User must be able employ VVV at the specified range. 300 nm
Endurance
The User must be able to operate VVV for x hrs and y speed to conduct a mission profile. 300 nm at Cruise Speed, 18 kts
Beaching
The User shall be able to operate VVV over a beach with the specified gradient.
1:120 beach
Embarked Personnelload The User must be able to embark troops.
Platoon in each VVV
Cargo Load
The VVV must be able to carry a specified cargo alternative to combat personnel.
tonnes
Dismount
The User must be able to disembark the troops (with full equipment) at the beach. Requirement to dismount at beach. No speed target.
Seating -crew
The Operator shall be able to be seated under cover when underway. Three seats in wheel-house 
ENVIRONMENT
Riverine / Estuarine
The User must be able to operate VVV in riverine and estuarine environments.
Surf
The User shall be able to operate VVV through surf.
m surf FUNCTIONALITY Protection
The User must be able to employ VVV capable of withstanding small arms fire above the water line. Maximize armor within weight limits.
Protection
The Crew shall be capable of creating a smoke screen. 360 degree coverage required.
Magnetic Signature
The Craft shall have as low a magnetic signature as possible. Minimize signature.
Visual Signature
The VVV Craft shall have as low a visual silhouette as possible. Minimize signature.
Towing
The User shall be able to employ VVV to tow another VVV. Tow a second VVV at 5 knots in SS5.
INFORMATION
Combat System
The User shall have access to a command and control system that allows shared situation awareness and communications between the LPD, the landing force and the VVV.
Fit Combat System to be agreed with customer.
Navigation
The User shall be able to operate VVV in navigational safety. Fit Navigation System and standard navigation equipment. PERSONNEL
Crew
The User shall be able to operate the VVV craft and all weapon systems with the specified crew. 3 crew
LOGISTICS
Duration -crew
The User shall be self-sufficient for the mission duration. 
